WAYS TO VOLUNTEER
DELIVERY TEAMS

BUNK BUILD DAYS

SPREADING THE WORD

Once the bed pieces are made, we schedule

While sponsors of Bunk Build Days usually

Because SHP is an all-volunteer, donor

deliveries to approved applicants when volunteers

provide volunteers to build beds, we always need

supported organization, volunteers

are available. Before the scheduled delivery

SHP volunteers to help set up and tear down the

enthusiastically spreading the word about what

appointments, volunteer teams of 3 to 6 people

build lines as well as train the sponsor volunteers

we do is critical to the success of our mission.

rally at our staging location; load the required

on how to perform the workstation tasks. When

Whether it's an email to friends, social media

beds, mattresses, bedding, hardware and tools;

the sponsor can only provide a handful people to

posts with pictures or videos, blog posts or

and head out to deliver, assemble and make the

help, we may need as many as 20 SHP volunteers

simply talking to people in your sphere; it's super

beds. No special skills are required. Families or

to fully staff the build. Typical Build Days go from

helpful when you let people know that we build

groups of friends can volunteer to do deliveries

raw lumber to 10 bunks (20 beds) in less than four

and deliver beds, including mattresses, and

together while individuals can be paired with

hours with about an hour of setup before and an

bedding for children aged 3-17 who have no bed

other volunteers. It's great to have women and

hour of tear down after. We especially appreciate

of their own and we depend entirely on

children on delivery teams to connect with

volunteers who help with set up and tear down!

volunteers and donations from individuals,

recipients. A typical delivery takes 1 ½ to 2 hours.

No prior experience or special skills required!

businesses and organizations.

Caution: Watching the joy on the face of a child
receiving a bed can be habit forming!

 ERNIE.GIANCOLA@SHPBEDS.ORG
 @SHPHAGERSTOWNMD
 240.452.0286
 SHPBEDS.ORG

HOW CAN YOU HELP?
Our Bunk Bed Build Days are the perfect event if you’re looking for
a service opportunity for your organization that will make a permanent
difference in your own community. You can also join our delivery
team and see the smiles of the children who receive their very own
bed - some for the first time!

ABOUT US
Founded in Kimberly, Idaho in
2012, Sleep in Heavenly Peace
(SHP) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit
providing hand-made bunk beds
to children who don’t have beds of
their own. Not only do we deliver
these beds to kiddos in need, but
we partner with organizations,
churches, businesses and
individuals like you to build them
at events called Build Days!

Sponsor a Build Day
Our Build Days are
special events where we
partner with an
organization from the
community to build our
bunk beds. The more
money and volunteers
we have, the more beds
we can build.

Donate to our cause
Each bed costs $250.
This includes the cost of
the material, mattresses,
and bedding. Your
budget will determine
the number of children
we can get off the floor
and into their own beds.

Volunteer your time
A private build day
includes employee
volunteers, or you can
hold a public event and
engage the community.
Build days are great
skill-building and
networking events for
your staff members.

NO KID SLEEPS ON THE FLOOR IN OUR TOWN!
 ERNIE.GIANCOLA@SHPBEDS.ORG
 @SHPHAGERSTOWNMD
 240.452.0286
 SHPBEDS.ORG

